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Intertidal intercepted
sediment at jetties along
the Gulf of Thailand

Cherdvong Saengsupavanich1*, Lee Shin Yun1, Lee Hin Lee2

and Sarinya Sanitwong-Na-Ayutthaya1

1Faculty of International Maritime Studies, Kasetsart University, Chonburi, Thailand, 2National Hydraulic
Research Institute of Malaysia, Ministry of Environment and Water, Seri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia
Sand bypassing is one of the promising solutions to rectify jetty-induced

coastal erosion. Estimating alongshore sediment transport rate and

understanding hydrodynamic conditions at a jetty are crucial for successful

downdrift erosion management. This research investigated three major jetties

in Thailand (Cha Am jetty, Krai jetty, and Na Saton jetty) that protrude across the

surf zone and completely intercept alongshore sediment transport. Sub-aerial

and inter-tidal field surveys by Real Time Kinematic (RTK) technique were

undertaken in 2019 and 2020. The collected data was processed and overlaid

to calculate the amount of sediment deposition at the updrift jetty. Numerical

simulations using MIKE21 SW and MIKE21 HD were carried out in order to

understand how waves and water currents interacted with the jetties. From the

results, we found that the Cha Am jetty trapped approximately 38,187 cu.m/yr

of the alongshore sediment. While the Krai jetty intercepted approximately

34,170 cu.m/yr of the alongshore drift, and approximately 65,951 cu.m/yr of

longshore sediment transport was blocked by the Na Saton jetty. Such

estimated amounts of deposited sediment are the quantities that should be

bypassed at each jetty. Budgets and implementation plans for sand bypassing

can be prepared. Decision makers can decide how to manage updrift

deposition and downdrift erosion.

KEYWORDS

coastal erosion, beach survey, sediment deposition, beach management,
coastal engineering
Introduction

Coastal zone is dynamic (Ariffin et al., 2018). Wind, waves, tides, and currents are

major forcings that influence sediment transport (King et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019). When

waves break, they create longshore current within surf zone (United States Army Corps of

Engineers, 1984; Lim et al., 2018). The effect of tidal currents is added to wave-generated

currents, mobilizing sediment. Sediment transport, in turn, affects coastal geomorphology
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(Ariffin et al., 2019; Selamat et al., 2019; Saengsupavanich, 2020).

Fan et al. (2019) found that swells induce intensified sediment

resuspension and a flood-ebb symmetry of suspended sediment

concentration. Net horizontal sediment fluxes are significantly

increased in the presence of strong waves. Significant amounts of

suspended sediments can be taken away from shoreline, implying

the occurrence of coastal erosion. Sediment movement also varies

seasonally, depending on incoming wave and water current

characteristics, as well as monsoons (Amalan et al., 2018;

Ratnayake et al., 2018; Ismail et al., 2020; Shetty and Jayappa,

2020; Zulfakar et al., 2021). Based on the theory of sediment

budget (Kamphuis, 2010), coastal erosion can occur when the

quantity of incoming sediment is less than the quantity of

sediment leaving a certain coastal cell. Understanding and being

able to estimate the net quantity of sediment transport is,

therefore, one of the key requirements that lead to sustainable

coastal management (Ariffin et al., 2020; Fortunato et al., 2021).

Many structures are constructed in coastal zones to protect

the coast and to enhance the quality of living (Saengsupavanich,

2013; Oyegbile and Oyegbile, 2017; Saengsupavanich, 2017;

Ariffin et al., 2020; Zulfakar et al., 2020). Jetties are one of the

most encountered coastal structures. They help maintain safe

navigation in and out of inlets. They also help fishermen, who

are vulnerable to climate change (Muhammad et al., 2016), in

terms of convenient catch transportations, while mitigating

inland flooding. However, one of the critical environmental

impacts of je t t ies is s ignificant shore l ine change .

Ghashemizadeh and Tajziehchi (2013) and Rangel-Buitrago

et al. (2015) showed that jetty construction influenced wave

propagation, seabed evolution, and shoreline deposition as well

as erosion. The sediment deposition associated with jetties is one

of the key topics for sustainable coastal zone management.

Previous studies have reported significant beach accretion on

the updrift side in response to jetty constructions (Hapke et al.,

2013; Garel et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2022). Salleh and Nadzir

(2020) showed that flow velocity and current direction around a

jetty significantly affected the deposition of coastal sediments. In

the United States, Hein et al. (2019) presented that the

northwards diffracted/refracted waves induced sediment

accretion proximal to the south of the jetty and delivered the

sediment across the jetty to an adjacent area. Silva et al. (2021)

reported that the immediate updrift shoreline at the Tweed

River, Australia, responded rapidly (from the first few months to

two-three years) to the introduction of coastal management

structures, while the extension of those impacts further updrift

along the beach was gradual and took decades. In Europe,

Žilinskas et al. (2020) showed that a sediment accretion

occurred in a nearshore zone after completing a jetty. In Iran,

Azarmsa et al. (2009) evidently showed the increased

sedimentation, reduction in significant wave height, and

flushing rate after a jetty construction at the Kiashahr lagoon.

Anh et al. (2021) investigated the erosion-deposition process

along a jetty in Vietnam and found that there was 56,442 m3 of
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
deposited sediment during the northeast monsoon, which was

ten times higher than the amount occurring in the

southwest monsoon.

While a jetty creates an updrift coastline deposition, the

downdrift shoreline is eroded (Bruun, 1995; Saengsupavanich,

2019; Ariffin et al., 2020). Installing more coastal protection

structures, such as revetments or breakwaters, along the

downdrift eroded shoreline cannot solve such a problem,

rather the erosion will be migrated further downdrift (Nassar

et al., 2018; Ariffin et al., 2020; Zulkafar et al., 2020). One of the

possible solutions to downdrift erosion is sand-bypassing (Garel

et al., 2014; Garel et al., 2015; Nassar et al., 2018), which involves

moving the sand deposited at the updrift side to the downdrift

zone. In Palm Beach County Florida, South Lake Worth Inlet

(Boynton Beach Inlet) is a man-made inlet cut in 1927; a sand

transfer plant was installed in 1937 to solve the problematic

accretion and erosion (Zurmuhlen, 1957; Witmer et al., 2018).

Boswood and Murray (2001) listed 53 different bypassing

stations from around the world, including Oceanside Harbor,

USA, with a pumping rate of 75,000–190,000 m3/year, and

Channel Islands, USA, with an average pumping rate of

1,000,000 m3/year. Another example is the fixed system at the

Tweed River Entrance in Australia where pumps located within

and offshore of the entrance channel achieved a maximum daily

rate of over 12,000 m3 (Dyson et al., 2002). The Indian River

inlet, USA, constructed in 1940, experienced downdrift

horizontal shoreline erosion between 10 and 60 m during the

pre-bypassing period, but accreted 10–20 m during the

bypassing period (Keshtpoor et al., 2013). The quantity of the

sand being bypassed must be determined correctly, otherwise it

will not solve the problem, and may create other issues. If the

sediment is bypassed less than what it should be, downdrift

erosion will still occur. On the other hand, if too much sediment

is bypassed, the erosion will take place along the updrift

shoreline instead. Overdredging may destabilize nearby coastal

structures or induce slope instability and sliding because the

counter-weight is taken away, as mentioned in many

geotechnical engineering investigations (Murthy, 2003). Thus,

accurately determining the quantity of sediment that needs to be

bypassed is of utmost importance. Additionally, where to place

the bypassed sediment on the downdrift shoreline must be

clearly understood. For instance, when the bypassed sediment

is blocked by any structure, it will be trapped, and less sediment

will be supplied to another area (Ariffin et al., 2020).

Estimating deposited sediment at a jetty can be carried out

by empirical calculation, numerical simulation, and field

measurement. The empirical formula has been proposed by

many researchers, such as Bayram et al. (2007) and Kamphuis

(1991). Numerical simulation can be undertaken using many

commercially available software packages such as MIKE21

or LITPACK (developed by Danish Hydraulics Institute)

(Nassar et al., 2018; Rautenbach and Theron, 2018) or CMS

(developed by US Army Corps of Engineers) (Wang and
frontiersin.org
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Beck, 2012). Although the implementations of both empirical

equations and numerical simulations are useful, coastal

engineers are well aware that there are many unknown

parameters, as well as a lot of related calibration procedures,

in such calculations that can lead to inaccurate results. On the

other hand, the field measurements have been applied. Bergillos

et al. (2017) applied topographic measurements over 36 days to

compare them with numerical models predicting cross-shore

distribution of alongshore sediment transport. Each topographic

survey was performed under low tide conditions and the

observations were referenced to the mean low water spring

level. Masselink et al. (2016) collected subaerial beach

morphological data by using RTK-GPS and total station to

estimate the beach volume above the mean sea level along the

Atlantic coast of Europe. Their surveys were then used to

estimate storm impacts on beaches. Nevertheless, there is no

previous publication about quantifying sediment deposition at

jetties in Thailand. This study is the first one of its kind to

estimate intertidal intercepted sediment quantity at jetties in

Thailand. To determine net longshore sediment transport and to

identify the volume of sediment that should be bypassed at

certain jetties in Thailand, this study applies field surveys to

determine the net alongshore sediment transport. Numerical

simulations are carried out to help understand wave and water

current around the jetties. This research will greatly help Thai

coastal managers and the Thai government to solve jetty-

induced downdrift erosion by appropriately estimating the

required amount of sediment that should be bypassed.
Study locations and methodology

Study areas

This research focused on net alongshore sediment transport at

three major jetties in Thailand, being Cha Am jetty, Krai jetty, and

Na Saton jetty (Figure 1; Table 1). All of them extend across the surf

zone, completely intercepting alongshore sediment transport. Each

jetty has created severe downdrift coastal erosion. A responsible

governmental department attempted to mitigate the downdrift

erosion by constructing detached breakwaters at both the Krai

jetty and the Na Saton jetty, while private property owners at the

Cha Am jetty built a revetment along the downdrift shoreline. Such

approaches did not solve the problems, but postponed erosion

further downdrift. Historical coastline change analysis showed that

each jetty simultaneously created updrift deposition and downdrift

erosion. At the Cha Am jetty (Figures 2A, B), the accretion rate at

the updrift jetty was greater than 4 m/yr, while the downdrift

erosion occurring at the endpoint of the seawalls constructed by the

private property owners was more severe than 1.5 m/yr. At the Krai

jetty, the updrift jetty intercepted the alongshore sediment,

inducing coastline deposition at a rate greater than 4 m/yr.

Although the Marine Department attempted to solve the
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
downdrift erosion by installing fourteen detached breakwaters,

erosion still occurred further downdrift at a rate greater than 2

m/yr (Figures 2C, D). Similarly, the Na Saton jetty created updrift

deposition with a rate of roughly 4.5m/yr (Figures 2E, F). However,

downdrift erosion was small because the Marine Department had

constructed a series of detached breakwaters along the 7-km

downdrift shoreline (Saengsupavanich, 2012).

The jetties in this study are located along the east side of

southern Thailand (Figure 1). They are exposed to seasonal storms

during the northeast monsoon (November to February). Long-term

tidal statistics near each jetty were collected from the Royal Thai

Navy and the Marine Department (Table 2). To determine an

appropriate time and scope for field surveys, information about wave

climate at the jetties was indispensable. For each jetty, JONSWAP

method (Kamphuis, 2010) was applied with data from the nearest

wind station of the Thai Meteorological Department.

After calibrating the wave hindcasting calculation, the

authors found that dominant waves at the Krai jetty were

from the east. The annual calm period (having a significant

wave height of less than 0.5 m or Beaufort scale level 3) was

approximately 89% (Figure 3). Big waves with wave height

greater than 4 m (Beaufort scale level 6) are from the east.

When considering coastal alignment, it could be concluded that

net alongshore sediment transport at this location was from the

southeast to the northwest. Coastal deposition was expected to

occur along the south side of the Krai jetty. Therefore, the field

survey to determine the net alongshore sediment transport was

carried out along the south side of the jetty. For the Na Saton

jetty, the same approach was undertaken, because the annual

wave characteristics, as well as the shoreline alignments, of the

Krai jetty and the Na Saton jetty are very similar. At the Cha Am

jetty, JONSWAP calculation showed that dominant waves with

height greater than 2 m (Beaufort scale level 5) were from the

south-southeast (SSE). The annual calm period (having a

significant wave height of less than 0.5 m or Beaufort scale

level 3) was approximately 91.4% (Figure 3). Therefore,

sediment accretion was expected to occur along the south side

of the Cha Am jetty, thus, the location of the field survey.
Survey methods

Time for the surveys was determined from the monsoon

period (November to February). Direction of alongshore sediment

transport depends on season. The basic theory of pre- and post-

storm beach morphology suggests that the coast is likely to be

eroded during storms when big waves are present (in this study,

the stormy months are between November to February). Some

sediment deposited at the updrift jetty will be carried offshore and

will again return to the beach berm during the calm period

(March to October). In the meantime, the calm waves that

obliquely approach the shoreline will carry new sediment to

deposit more at the updrift jetty. Thus, the suitable time for the
frontiersin.org
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survey along the south side of the jetties (Cha Am jetty, Krai jetty,

and Na Saton jetty) was prior to the stormy season. The authors

chose to conduct field surveys in August 2019, September 2019,

August 2020, and September 2020.
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The field investigations measured coastal elevation by Real

Time Kinematic (RTK) technique. Benchmark descriptions can

be found in Table 3. The coastal level along 2-km shoreline south

from each jetty was surveyed, with each beach profile being
FIGURE 1

Jetties in this study.
TABLE 1 General information about the jetties in this study.

Jetty
name

Approximate
length(m)

Easting
(m)

Northing
(m)

Year of con-
struction

Shoreline con-
figuration (°)

Jetty impacts

Cha
Am
jetty

1,000 608350 1417000 Prior to 1985 132.66 Coastal deposition has occurred along the south shoreline, while
erosion has occurred along the north shoreline.

Krai
jetty

250 602780 972450 Prior to 2013 89.58 Sediment transport is obstructed. The south shoreline has been
deposited, while the north shoreline has been eroded.

Na
Saton
jetty

550 645800 886410 Prior to 2014 82.85 Erosion has taken place along the north shoreline of the jetty.
Sediment has accumulated at the south jetty.
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A

B
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FIGURE 2

Updrift deposition and downdrift erosion at the jetties in this study. (A) Shoreline change rate at the Cha Am jetty, (B) historical coastline near
the Cha Am jetty, (C) Shoreline change rate at the Krai jetty, (D) historical coastline near the Krai jetty, (E) Shoreline change rate at the Na Saton
jetty, (F) historical coastline near the Na Saton jetty.
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spaced 25 m apart. In order to cover the sub-aerial and intertidal

zones, the uppermost point of each beach profile was set at a

beach dune foot, while the lowermost point was set at an

elevation of -0.5 m from national mean sea level (MSL). The

number of the RTK survey points at each jetty can be found in

Table 4. Although net alongshore sediment transport should be

measured from the beach dune down to the closure depth, in

order to achieve the perfect result, no echo-sounding was

undertaken because of self-supported financial limitations.

This study focuses on the sub-aerial and intertidal sediment

deposition at the updrift jetties, not in the surf zone. Such

deposition would be a potential source of the sediment that

might be bypassed. This survey scope, which measures only the

sub-aerial and the intertidal beach profiles, has been applied by

many researchers to quantify sediment volume (Masselink et al.,

2016; Bergillos et al., 2017).

Analysis of field data

After acquiring relevant field data, the authors created a

bathymetric map of each survey by AutoCAD 3D software
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
package, using a bilinear interpolation technique. The ArcGIS

software package was then applied afterwards to overlay the maps

of each month at each jetty (August 2019 versus August 2020, and

September 2019 versus September 2020). The results revealed how

much of the sediment was deposited along the surveyed coastal

strips. Volumetric change of the sediment was then calculated

frommultiplying the difference in vertical beach elevation with the

horizontal area. Since finer sediment may bypass the jetty tip,

leaving coarser sediment trapped at the updrift jetty, the amount

of the deposited sediment at the updrift jetty should be the

amount of the required sediment to be manually bypassed.
Numerical modelling

The two-dimensional MIKE 21 Spectral Wave (SW) and

Flexible Mesh Hydrodynamic Module (FM-HD) model packages,

developed by the Danish Hydraulic Institute, were implemented to

study the 2-dimension significant wave field and free-surface flow

respectively. A flexible mesh was used to simulate the hydrodynamic

model, as it was suitable for irregular boundaries and to determine
TABLE 2 Long-term tidal statistics at stations near each jetty.

MHWS MHWN Local MSL MLWN MLWS

Cha Am jetty +0.90 +0.70 +0.11 -0.54 -0.82

Krai jetty +0.41 +0.31 -0.08 -0.40 -0.46

Na Saton jetty +0.34 +0.280 -0.03 -0.30 -0.35
fronti
FIGURE 3

Annual wave rose at the jetties in this study.
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the wave and current parameters in coastal areas. The model

domain, covering the whole southern South China Sea and the

Gulf of Thailand, had two open boundaries; the north boundary

started from east of Vietnam to west of the Philippines, while the

south boundary started from south of Johor to west of Kalimantan.

General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) and MIKE C-

Map were utilized for better water depth coverage in offshore and

coastal waters. The data was processed by a pre-processing tool

called Mesh Generator in MIKE ZERO to prepare the bathymetry.

The unstructured mesh had a medium resolution of 3 km in the

southern South China Sea region and a fine resolution of 1 km in

Thailand’s coastal waters, including the jetty locations.

The numerical simulations started from November 2018 to

December 2019. They were spun up by the six-hourly wind and

wave data retrieved from the Era-Interim European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF), with a spatial

resolution of 0.125° x 0.125°. Afterward, a model validation was

performed by comparing the simulation outputs with field data

measured by an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler-Acoustic Wave

and Currents (ADCP-AWAC) at the nearshore area in Terengganu,

Malaysia (5°26’33.936” N, 103°9’37.548” E) for three months with

every 10-min interval. The root-mean-square-error was found to be

0.17 for significant wave height and 0.13 for current speed, which

were considered acceptable, referring to Ariffin et al. (2016) (0.28),

Shariful et al. (2020) (0.18), and Zulfakar et al. (2021) (0.15).

Results

Intertidal intercepted sediment
at Cha Am jetty

This research found that sediment accumulated at the

updrift Cha Am jetty, as expected. Most deposition occurred
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
on the beach berm. The increase of beach elevation was +0.80

to + 1.0 m in some areas, and the increase decreased further

away from the jetty (Figure 4). On the other hand, the elevation

in a further offshore area did not change much. Beach erosion

was also found near a creek outlet, probably because of creek

discharge. Multiplying the changes in the coastal elevation with

the area and summing them up revealed a volumetric change of

the intertidal intercepted sediment at the updrift jetty. It was

found that the Cha Am jetty trapped approximately 38,187

cu.m/yr (Table 5).

The seasonal pattern of waves at the Cha Am jetty changes

during the southwest (SW) and northeast (NE) monsoons

(Figure 5). During the SW monsoon (May to October),

predominant waves come from the southeast (SE) direction,

transporting sediment northwards. They are not severe, having

wave heights of less than 0.50 m (Figure 5A). However, the

waves are stronger during February to April (the transitional

period), also coming from the SE direction, carrying the

sediment northwards. On the other hand, while the waves

around the Cha Am jetty during the NE monsoon (November

to January) are not aggressive, they come from the NE

direction, moving the sediment southwards (Figure 5B).

Since the Cha Am jetty is located near the bottom of the

Gulf of Thailand, a NE fetch distance is not long enough to

generate high waves. Therefore, at the Cha Am jetty, the waves

during February to October move the sediment northwards,

while the waves during November to January carry the

sediment southwards. Moreover, alongshore water current is

greatly affected by the Cha Am jetty (Figures 5C, D). The water

current flows northwards during flood tides, and vice versa.

Current speed is normally less than 0.3 m/s. The water current

in the shallow zone near the jetty flows very slowly, while the

current speed at the tips is much higher. The Cha Am jetty
TABLE 3 Benchmark descriptions at the jetties in this study.

Cha Am jetty Krai jetty Na Saton jetty

Benchmark 1

Easting (m) 608,115.212 601,475.487 645,676.890

Northing (m) 1,416,902.331 980,373.753 886,413.232

Elevation +3.269 +3.862 +2.500

Benchmark 2

Easting (m) 607,104.923 601,219.068 645,824.293

Northing (m) 1,415,434.736 980,349.384 884,860.520

Elevation +3.408 +2.490 +2.762
TABLE 4 Number of survey points at the updrift jetties in this study.

Number of survey points Cha Am jetty Krai jetty Na Saton jetty

August 2019 (points) 1,647 678 634

September 2019 (points) 1,386 886 1,142

August 2020 (points) 1,067 735 1,069

September 2020 (points) 1,203 858 1,049
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clearly changes the waves and the water currents, thus resulting

in alongshore sediment transport.
Intertidal intercepted sediment at
Krai jetty

As anticipated, the updrift coastal strip at the Krai jetty

experienced noticeable deposition. Most sediment accumulation

took place within 1 km south from the jetty. Further down south,

the coastal elevation did not exhibit much change (Figure 6).
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
Multiplying the differences of the coastal elevation with the areas

and adding them together showed a volumetric change of the

intertidal deposited sediment at the updrift jetty. As a result, it

was found that the Krai jetty intercepted approximately 34,170

cu.m/yr of the alongshore sediment (Table 5). Such an amount

of the intertidal intercepted sediment was the quantity that

should be bypassed to the downdrift shoreline.

Figure 7 reveals that the Krai jetty influences nearshore wave

regime and water current pattern, resulting in the altered

alongshore sediment transport. During the SW monsoon (May

to October), waves at the Krai jetty are calm. They mainly come
FIGURE 4

Differences in coastal elevation at the updrift Cha Am jetty (August 2019 versus August 2020).
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from the SE direction, moving sediment northwards (Figure 7A).

The Krai jetty is also under the influence of the NE monsoon

(November to January), when large waves approach the shoreline

from the NE (Figure 7B), transporting the sediment southwards.

During the transitional period (February to April), the waves

come from the east, but with a smaller wave height. Therefore, at

the Krai jetty, the waves during February to October transport the
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
sediment northwards. On the other hand, the waves during

November to January carry the sediment southwards. Moreover,

water current around the Krai jetty is greatly deviated (Figures 7C,

D). The water current flows northwards during flood tide, and

vice versa. Current speed varies with a normal maximum value of

less than 0.3 m/s. The water current flows very slowly around the

downdrift detached breakwaters, while the offshore current
A B

C D

FIGURE 5

Results of MIKE 21 SW and HD at the Cha Am jetty (A) significant wave height and direction (arrows) during the southwest monsoon, (B) significant
wave height and direction (arrows) during the northeast monsoon, (C) current speed and direction (arrows) during flood tide, (D) current speed and
direction (arrows) during ebb tide.
TABLE 5 Volumetric changes at the updrift jetties in this study.

Cha Am jetty Krai jetty Na Saton jetty

August 2019 versus August 2020 (Cu.m.) 45,211.8 33,236.3 75,463.3

September 2019 versus September 2020 (Cu.m.) 31,163.0 35,103.8 56,438.8

Average (Cu.m.) 38,187.4 34,170.1 65,951.1
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speed is faster. The Krai jetty evidently has an impact on

coastal hydrodynamics, resulting in altered alongshore

sediment deposition.
Intertidal intercepted sediment
at Na Saton jetty

The intertidal sediment accumulation rate at the Na Saton

jetty was estimated by the same approach applied to the previous

jetties. It was found that approximately 65,951 cu.m of longshore
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
sediment transport was blocked by the Na Saton jetty annually

(Table 5). The increase of beach elevation was +0.80 to + 1.0 m at

some locations, and the accretion decreased further away from

the jetty. The apparent deposition occurred within 1 km south

from the updrift jetty (Figure 8). The alongshore sediment

transport rate at the Na Saton jetty was larger than those of

the other jetties in this study because the wave climate at the Na

Saton jetty was more intense.

Wave and water current characteristics at the Na Saton jetty

are somehow analogous to those of the Krai jetty because their

coastline orientations are similar. During the SWmonsoon (May
FIGURE 6

Differences in coastal elevation at the updrift Krai jetty (August 2019 versus August 2020).
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to October), mild waves are predominantly from the SE

direction, carrying the sediment northwards (Figure 9A). Big

waves, happening during the NE monsoon (November to

January), approaching the shoreline from the NE (Figure 9B),

move the sediment southwards. During the transitional period

(February to April), the waves come from the east, but with

lesser magnitude. Therefore, at the Na Saton jetty, the waves

during February to October bring the sediment northwards,

while the waves during November to January carry the sediment

southwards. Similar to other jetties in this study, the Na Saton

jetty alters water current characteristics. The water current flows

northwards during flood tide (Figure 9C), and vice versa

(Figure 9D). The maximum current speed is less than 0.3 m/s.

The nearshore water current direction is deviated by the jetty’s
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
tip. The Na Saton jetty clearly changes coastal hydrodynamics,

inducing a change in sediment transport.
Discussion

Beach morphology and sediment volumetric change exhibit

a seasonal variation (Yaacob et al., 2018). Alongshore sediment

transport rate varies from location to location, depending on

wave climate (wave height, wave period, and wave direction),

sediment characteristics, and coastline alignment (Gunasinghe

et al., 2021; Weerasingha and Ratnayake, 2022). Estimating the

alongshore sediment transport quantity allows coastal managers

to mitigate negative externalities generated by coastal structures
A B

C D

FIGURE 7

Results of MIKE 21 SW and HD at the Krai jetty (A) significant wave height and direction (arrows) during the southwest monsoon, (B) significant
wave height and direction (arrows) during the northeast monsoon, (C) current speed and direction (arrows) during flood, (D) current speed and
direction (arrows) during ebb tide.
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that obstruct longshore sediment movement. Influences of wave

propagation and water current pattern should be understood

since they can create different shoreline adjustments between

coastal structures (Adamo et al., 2014; Ratnayake et al., 2019).

Jetties are one of the most encountered coastal structures. They

help maintain safe navigation in and out of inlets. However, one of

the critical environmental impacts of jetties is significant shoreline

change. An updrift coastline will be deposited, while the downdrift

shoreline will be eroded. Numerical simulations at three jetties in

this study indicated that the net sediment transport moves

northwards while the longshore water current flows northwards
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
and southwards along the shore, depending on flood or ebb tides.

The beach sediment is transported and accumulated on the jetty’s

updrift side as the jetty blocks the sediment movement. The jetty

breaks the sediment budget equilibrium. Figure 10 illustrates how a

jetty, waves, currents, and a beach interact. Swash and backwash

promote sediment accretion at the updrift jetty. In this study, waves

during February to October transport the sediment northwards

(Figure 10A), while the waves during November to January carry

the sediment southwards (Figure 10B). While wave direction

changes seasonally, the water current direction changes daily. If

the wave and the tidal current are in the same direction, a greater
FIGURE 8

Differences in coastal elevation at the updrift Na Saton Jetty (August 2019 versus August 2020).
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amount of the sediment will be transported. The same interaction

was found by Ismail et al. (2020) and Shariful et al. (2020). Ariffin

et al. (2020), who undertook a study in Malaysia, where the

coastline is influenced by northeast monsoon like the jetties in

this study, found that most of the deposition of sediment occurred

near coastal protection structures.

Bypassing the sediment deposited at the updrift jetty can be

one of the good solutions to solve downdrift coastal erosion

(Garel et al., 2014, 2015; Franklin et al., 2021). Downdrift erosion

can extend 8 to 10 times the length of the protrusion of a coastal

structure (Kudale, 2010). However, how much of the sediment

should be bypassed must be correctly estimated because it affects

budget planning. This study is the first one in Thailand that
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
estimates the sub-aerial and intertidal sediment deposition at

jetties. Although there have been a few publications that have

dealt with coastal erosion and protection in Thailand, none of

them has elicited the amount of sediment that was intercepted by

those coastal structures. This research found that the sub-aerial

and intertidal sediment deposition at the Cha Am jetty was

approximately 38,187 cu.m/yr, the rate at the Krai jetty was

approximately 34,170 cu.m/yr, and 65,951 cu.m/yr at the Na

Saton jetty. Nevertheless, the sediment transport rate estimated

by this study might be less than the actual quantity, because the

surveys were not expanded to cover the closure depth. The

authors realized that there was a fraction of the alongshore

sediment transport within the surf zone. Such sediment was
A B

C D

FIGURE 9

Results of MIKE 21 SW and HD at Na Saton jetty (A) significant wave height and direction (arrows) during the southwest monsoon, (B) significant
wave height and direction (arrows) during the northeast monsoon, (C) current speed and direction (arrows) during flood tide, (D) current speed
and direction (arrows) during ebb tide.
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carried by the longshore current and would accumulate at the

updrift jetty. It would be washed ashore during calm periods

(especially during the southwest monsoon) and deposited on the

beach berm, as was concluded by a similar study in Sri Lanka

(Ratnayake et al., 2018).

Bypassing sub-aerial and intertidal intercepted sediment can

be a useful and an easy-to-implement approach to mitigate

downdrift erosion, because it does not involve any advanced

construction machinery. It can be seen from the literature that

constructing coastal protection structures, such as revetments

and offshore breakwaters, cannot solve the problem but rather
Frontiers in Marine Science 14
move the erosion further downdrift (Kamphuis, 2010; Anfuso

et al., 2012; Saengsupavanich, 2019). The construction costs of

such coastal protection structures are not cheap. In Thailand,

protecting a 1-km of shoreline with a revetment may cost

approximately 2.2 million USD. Detached breakwaters may

cost a little more, depending on their configurations such as

gap width, crest height, and breakwater slope. The design

lifetime of these coastal protection structures in Thailand is

usually 50 years (Saengsupavanich, 2017). The overall

construction cost will depend on how many kilometers of

downdrift shoreline must be protected. Such approaches may
A

B

FIGURE 10

Interactions of a jetty, waves, currents, and beach morphology (A) during the southwest monsoon, waves transport sediment from A to F (northwards),
creating accretion at the updrift jetty, (B) during the northeast monsoon, the waves carry the sediment away from the jetty from A to F (southwards).
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induce more coastal erosion further downdrift, and more

revetments/breakwaters will be kept going. On the other hand,

bypassing sediment will not require any additional structural

installation. In Thailand, the cost of sand excavation and

dumping by an excavator is roughly 1 USD/cu.m, and 2 USD/

cu.m by a dredger. The transportation cost varies, depending on

the distance from the borrow to the dump sites. If the land-based

sand bypassing (by excavators, trucks, and lorries) is

implemented at the Na Saton jetty, it would cost at

approximately 2 USD/cu.m or about 131,902 USD/yr, or a

total of 6.6 million USD in 50 years. Decision makers can now

weigh the benefits against the disadvantages before selecting

which approach is more appropriate and sustainable.

Implementing sediment bypassing is not easy in reality.

Many limitations may emerge (Beck & Wang, 2019;

Saengsupavanich, 2020). Firstly, sediment bypassing is a

continuous activity that needs continual budget allocation.

Each year, Thailand must ration the national revenue, and

there is no guarantee that sand bypassing will be given

priority. Secondly, deposited sediment may be under the

authority of different Subdistrict Administration Organizations

(the smallest local government unit taking care of a group of

villages) (SAOs). Moving the sediment from one SAO to another

SAO can create social resistance, as has already happened in

Thailand. The deposited beach at the updrift jetty is usually used

as a recreational area. Bypassing the deposited sediment will

inevitably destroy the wide beach, and deteriorate the updrift

beach’s utilization.
Conclusion

Estimating sub-aerial and intertidal sediment deposition is

necessary to mitigate downdrift coastal erosion caused by

jetties. Along the southern coast of Thailand, there are a few

jetties that have created severe downdrift erosion, particularly

the Cha Am jetty, the Krai jetty, and the Na Saton jetty. At

every jetty, understanding the governing hydrodynamic

interaction and accurately determining the quantities of

sediment that should be bypassed influence a successful

solution of the downdrift erosion. The magnitude of the sub-

aerial and intertidal sediment that should be bypassed,

estimated by this study, was in the range of 34,170 to 65,951

cu.m/yr. Budget planning and implementation preparations

can be set up. Decision makers can choose between 1) a one-off

solution, such as constructing revetments/offshore breakwaters

to solve erosion occurring adjacent to downdrift jetties, which

may induce more erosion further downdrift, or 2) bypassing

the sediment once in a few years without having to install any

coastal protection structures. Each option has different

shortcomings that need to be addressed before downdrift

coastal protection can be achieved.
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